Streamline Your
Production Processes

Increase efficiency, productivity and value

Build efficiency and reduce
turn times
TitleIQ Streamline screens and analyzes
the order up front allowing you to route to
your most efficient workflows and resources
resulting in improved bottom line performance.

Win new or grow existing
strategic refinance business
TitleIQ Streamline provides title companies
a unique opportunity to provide a highly
targetable, differentiated capability in building
deeper relationships with key, strategic
refinance partners.

Screen and route refinance
orders to their most efficient
production workflows
TitleIQ Streamline uses proprietary technology
with DataTrace’s industry-leading title plants,
quickly analyzing events impacting the subject
property since the previous transaction.

With TitleIQ Streamline,

take an important step
in automating everyday
operations, optimize your
resources and now…enable
new or grow existing strategic
revenue streams

Going back to seven years, TitleIQ Streamline
reviews the property index, the general index
and the grantor/grantee index to return one of
three categorized workflow outcomes. OFAC
sanctions list, bankruptcy and tax agencies
searches are also available.
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TitleIQ Streamline

Capabilities
Directed workflow
with multiple, rulebased outcomes

Rapid results

Document images
included

Lookback period
of 7 years

Property index,
general index and
grantor/grantee
searches

Optional OFAC
sanctions list,
bankruptcy and tax
agency searches

Full date
down available

Simple set-up and
implementation

Your business success
depends on effective
solutions to expand your
market reach, efficient work
processes to streamline
current production and
creative offerings that
differentiate your company.

Trust DataTrace
to get you where
you need to go

Not available for commercial properties, vacant land or manufactured homes.
Coverage limited to availability of selected DataTrace title plants.
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